Status of elimination of Trachoma as a public health problem, 2018

43 countries need SAFE interventions to eliminate Trachoma*

38 countries actively implementing SAFE strategy*

Over 55% of the people at risk of Trachoma live in Ethiopia and Nigeria*

70 million people at risk in Ethiopia, the world’s most affected country*

4 countries claim to have eliminated Trachoma as a public health problem

8 countries Cambodia, Ghana, Iran, Laos, Mexico, Morocco, Oman and Nepal validated as having eliminated Trachoma

It is estimated that US$1 billion is needed to eliminate Trachoma entirely

The target is to eliminate Trachoma completely by 2020

*Source: 2018 GET2020 database

According to the Global Health Observatory, 2018

- Known to require interventions to eliminate Trachoma
- Claims to have eliminated Trachoma
- Thought to not require interventions
- Status uncertain
- Validated by WHO as having eliminated Trachoma
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